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About This Game

Mission: Escape from Island 3 - a new episode of great shooter with amazing graphics! Dive into the story of a soldier who has
gotten to the enemy army’s territory by his fate, where he can’t wait for help and can rely only on himself! Whether he can

survive in this hell, depends on you only.
The unique survival experience on the island is guaranteed to you, so fight with hordes of enemies and constantly look for

weapons. Unexpected continuation of the story of the past episode, upgraded graphics, new enemies and weapons, more diverse
levels and wonderful effects will not leave you indifferent! Find out what happened on this strange island, where you find

yourself. Good luck and enjoy the game!
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1,8 hours in and im not impressed.....and honestly if it wasnt 40k i probably wouldnt give the game another chance, as i find the
tactical element of this turn-based tactics game rather basic and boring....as it is, ill probably give it another chance at a later
date, and hope to find more for me to like in it, after i have tempered my expectations, as i had relatively high hopes for it. This
is a pretty decent train. Runs pretty good on the tracks. Sometimes the train has a hard time starting up and the horn is a little
buggy. But other than that it's still a fun train to drive.. Clean visual design, good controls, dynamic levels. Campaign with
bosses and score attack modes. Good TSS.. You must flee! Don't try to be a hero or you will end up a corpse just like me.. This
game is mad nuts. Multiplayer can be played with up to four players and one controller, and it's the best experience I've had
gaming with friends. Customizing your team, making ridiculous worms, slapping a name on all of them and having them duke it
all out in an open 3D environment is the most fun. I log more time in this game each day than I'd be comfortable with admitting.
Definitely consider this for a hardcore party game.. The idea is very fun.

But i honestly think it feel like a "grinder" game.. after flying back and forwards to civil wars over and over again only to look
on a 50% score going one or the other way. it gets very boring.

Why not any details for wars about how big the armies is?. why only civil wars?. Why is reputation only increasing when putting
money into them (too easy)?. Why cant i hire someone to protect me, and why is everything about attention in the countries..
Getting soo boring flying between countries. all weapons feels like it have been puttet into stages. you sell only cheapest weapon
to begin with. when u have little more money you start buy "lvl 2" weapon that give you slighty increase in money, but have
more weight. Honestly, i could make this game in unity in less than 1 month
. they don't update on a weekly base so the development of this game isn't too well there if any at all but they might come back
and make this a game right now there isn't much of a game.. This game has a great story.
the story does very smooth.

AND IT'S very fun to play, you won't stop playing it untill you find the TRUTH!!!!. This feels like an unfinished product. I
won't be seeking a refund; the developer is active and I would like to support their work, but this should have been listed as an
Early Access product IMO.
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While this is the better experience of the two Kiss^3, it is NOT worth $4.
Well made, the music is OK, and the animations are good.. but this is not a $4 experience!

Save your cash and avoid dissapointment.
That said.. if this is your first Anime girl VR experience.. well, go on and enjoy.. The Yosumin are playful, cute little shapes,
and they must be scoured from the Earth at all costs. Thousands upon thousands will be obliterated at your hands, and yet they
will keep coming, for they are innumerable, and manic in the safety of their uncountability. Understanding of the labyrinthine
plot and its implications for both the Yosumin and this world is not a requirement for enjoying this colourful little game, but it
helps.. I have just about 13.5 hours playing the Germans in the game . I tried to read the manual and it is in other then English
but did Goggle some of it and ,was surprised at the historical accuracy that went into this game .
First I paid 5. bucks US for this so @ 14 hours I got my moneys worth in play time the reading of deatils was English was very
good . the maps surperb as well. Since I did not know what I was doing with know manual to speak of I played the first few
battles of the campiagn on easy . they were evry easy to beat if you have played any military type games before . stratagy wise .
Next I went to normal play and this was a bit more differcult . I really enjoyed the setting a lot better . as the Russians took the
field wanting to kick some German butt on this setting ....
the graphics are good for the game . I am playing this on a older laptop so there was a bit of mouse drag but on a faster machine
this would not happen .
Durring one mission I thought there was a bug and it froze up not ending the mission but I did not see a unit I needed to take
care of . Durring this time I wanted to see if my Stuka would blow up a bridge I was using to cross the river . Big boom and it
was gone . I took out the unit a few minutes later the mission was over \/.. Nothing was said about me blowing up my own bridge
..
Howerver a few missions later that bridge appeared and was blown up I needed it to escape a Russian counter attack \/ cross it
and hold the other side ... I had to go back replay the mission i blew up the bridge on and not blow it up this time ...
What I am getting at for 5 bucks this game has the same AI feeling of some of those new 80 dollar RPG games that what you do
early reflects later on . was this a pleasent surprise ....
For the money you cannot go wrong if you want a game that you can play a hour or so save it come back later the next day or
when in the mood .
I am going to be looking at more from these guys in the future for sure ..
Buy it I would pay up to 10.00 if your into these games heavey if your not sure about the game style pay 5.00 on sale and you
still will be real happy . if not so what it is less then the price of a 6 pack of beer . and lot healtier
Crazy Bear Flutes. I wish I had more time to play.

So far I'm at the end of the fourth stair and so far so good to my taste. I had a hard time understanding the combat system on the
first floor, but once you got it, it's cool.
The overall simplicity of the gameplay makes it a nice trip to the non hardcore gamer, even more for the non dungeon crawler
genre gamer.
The graphics are good. They may be a little repetitive at some point and the hidden moving bricks a little hard to detect.
The music adds a lot. Makes you believe something is pending, to discover it was just playing with you.
My regret is the lack of a story, it would have added another level of depth. But man, the guy did this alone!

I will finish it soon because each time I play I'm enjoying it.
. Pretty stupid overall, but not absolutely terrible. It's short and you get to look at cute lil robots.. 10\/10 --Amazing title. Runs
like a champ on a 970 GTX. Duels are awesome and fun to watch. Turns are very fast. Music and sound are captivating...the
game is so good, I highly recommend it.. The DLC adds a lot of armed velichles available as drops to the main game, with a lot
of different properties. They are fun to drive and who wouldn't love a car with a wind gun mounted on the front?

The car races are good. They are like the similar races from Mad Max, only this time they aren't tedious and irritating in some
cases. They are good for a couple of hours and you can actually learn how to use the different cars for different purposes. The
only problem I see that shooting cardboard figures is a bit out of place in the game, but this ensures that there are no crazy
difficulty spikes like in Mad Max. You get three hours of pure fun, which is exact the amount what I felt was appropriate.

Some of the races may have a bit too much explosions, like all the time. And I'm like, explosions? YES. Having this as the
biggest issue pretty much explains why I would recommend this DLC. snake in VR! love it. Simple but entrancing, just be
careful not to trip or tangle your chord as you play
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